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なお、適切な文献引用と表示が必要です。
adrenals in the group with pituitary large cyst and those in the group without pituitary large cyst, was statistically significant; the former group was heavier than the latter less than 0.01 level on the pituitary and 0.05 level on the adrenals, respectively.
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Monocytes from normal and immunized rats were cultivated separately in normal and immune dog serum, and the behaviour of Toxoplasma gondii within macrophages and inhibitory effect of immune serum were studied.

The monocytes were cultivated on slides with a film of formvar on a transparent gel of rat-tail collagen following Ehrmann and GeY.

1. Monocytes from immunized rats were cultivated in dog immune serum and they were infected with toxoplasma. Intracellular multiplication of toxoplasma was almost completely inhibited up to 96 hrs. incubation.

2. Monocytes from normal rats cultivated with normal dog serum exhibited no inhibitory activity and rate of infected monocytes and number of intracellular parasites increased with lapse of cultivation time.

3. Monocytes from normal rats, combined with immune dog serum had inhibitory power to the same extent as was observed with the combination of immune monocytes and immune serum.

4. With the combination of monocytes of immunized rats and normal dog serum, the mode of the intracellular multiplication was similar as is indicated in 2.

These results seem to indicate that some antitoxoplasmic substance is a determining factor in the existence of immunity against toxoplasma infection.
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The author's summary of the thesis is as follows:
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This study was undertaken to elucidate problems still incompletely understood in the fields of virology, immunology and epidemiology of Asian influenza. The first part deals with latent influenza infection during nonepidemic periods. Study demonstrated clearly that the virus was existing even during such periods and was spreading latently among susceptible persons. Such findings would contribute to an understanding of the mechanism of outbreak of influenza epidemics. The second part describes the biological nature of viruses isolated from the influenza epidemic in 1960 and the serological responses of persons infected during the epidemic. Experimental infection employing volunteers is a very useful method for study of conditions and factors causing human influenza infection. The third part describes the results of mass vaccination using a live attenuated Asian virus.

The "doctrine of original antigenic sin" developed by DAVENPORT and FRANCIS in antibody response against influenza viruses has been accepted widely as a new immunological theory in the disease. The author examined whether the theory was applicable also for Asian influenza and which kind of antibodies were the most suitable ones for such infection. The results are outlined in the fourth part. Many workers are of the opinion that the principal cause of the outbreak of Asian pandemic in 1957 was the lack of immunity of humans against the virus. But it was apparent that the morbidity from Asian influenza was definitely lower in adults
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